Abstract We compute toric degenerations arising from the tropicalization of the full flag varieties Fℓ 4 and Fℓ 5 embedded in a product of Grassmannians. For Fℓ 4 and Fℓ 5 we compare toric degenerations arising from string polytopes and the FFLV polytope with those obtained from the tropicalization of the flag varieties. We also present a general procedure to find toric degenerations in the cases where the initial ideal arising from a cone of the tropicalization of a variety is not prime.
Introduction
Consider the variety Fℓ n of full flags {0} = V 0 ⊂ V 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V n−1 ⊂ V n = C n of vector subspaces of C n with dim C (V i ) = i. The flag variety Fℓ n is naturally embedded in a product of Grassmannians using the Plücker coordinates. We denote by I n the defining ideal of Fℓ n with respect to this embedding. We produce toric degenerations of Fℓ n as Gröbner degenerations coming from the initial ideals associated to the maximal cones of trop(Fℓ n ). Moreover, we compare these with certain toric degenerations arising from representation theory.
We will consider 1-parameter toric degenerations of Fℓ n . These are flat families ϕ : F → A 1 , where the fiber over zero (also called special fiber) is a toric variety and all other fibers are isomorphic to Fℓ n . Once we have such a degeneration, some of the algebraic invariants of Fℓ n will be the same for all fibers, hence the computation can be done on the toric fiber. In the case of a toric variety such invariants are easier to compute than in the case of a general variety. In fact, they have a nice combinatorial description. Moreover, toric degenerations connect different areas of mathematics, such as symplectic geometry, representation theory, and algebraic geometry.
Let X = V (I) be a projective variety and trop(X) be its tropicalization. The initial ideals associated to the top-dimensional cones of trop(X) are good candidates to give toric degenerations, see Lemma 1 (and [27, Proposition 1.1] for a more general statement). For example, in the case of Grassmannians Gr(2, C n ) each maximal cone of trop(Gr(2, C n )) gives a toric degeneration, see [29, 32, 5] . However, this is not true for the Grassmannians Gr(3, C n ). In [27] Mohammadi and Shaw identify which maximal cones of trop(Gr(3, C n )) produce such degenerations.
The following are our main results. More detailed formulations can be found in Theorem 4, Theorem 5, and Proposition 5. We will call a maximal cone C of trop(X) prime if in C (I) := in w (I) is prime, with w a vector in the relative interior of C. Toric degenerations of flag varieties and Schubert varieties have been studied intensively in representation theory over the last two decades. We refer the reader to [13] for a nice overview on this topic and to the references therein.
Theorem 1. The tropical variety trop(Fℓ 4 ) ⊂ R 14 /R 3 is a 6-dimensional fan with 78 maximal cones. From prime cones we obtain four non-isomorphic toric degenerations. After applying Procedure 1 we obtain at least two additional non-isomorphic toric degenerations from non-prime cones.
The main motivation of this paper is to study the flat degenerations of flag varieties into toric varieties arising from the tropicalization and to compare these degenerations to those associated to string polytopes and the Feigin-Fourier-LittelmannVinberg polytope (FFLV polytope Our work is closely related to the theory of Newton-Okounkov bodies. Let k be a not necessarily algebraically closed field and X a projective variety. It is possible to associate to every prime cone in trop(X) a valuation with a finite Khovanskii basis B on the homogeneous coordinate ring k[X], see [23, Lemma 5.7] . This is a set of elements of k [X] , such that their valuations generate the value semigroup S(k [X] , v). The convex hull of S(k [X] , v) ∪ {0} is referred to as the Newton-Okounkov cone. After intersecting this cone with a particular hyperplane one obtains a convex body, called the Newton-Okounkov body. When a finite Khovanskii basis exists, [2, Theorem 1.1] states that there is a flat degeneration of the variety X into a toric variety whose normalization has as associated polytope the Newton-Okounkov body. In this case the Newton-Okounkov body is a polytope. The toric polytopes obtained in Theorem 4, Theorem 5, and Proposition 5 can be seen as Newton-Okounkov bodies for the valuations defined in §6.
The paper is structured as follows. In §2 we provide the necessary background. We study the tropicalization of the flag varieties Fℓ n for n = 4, 5 and the induced toric degenerations in §3. The solutions to [30, Problem 5 on Grassmannians] and [30, Problem 6 on Grassmannians] can be found in Theorem 4.
In §4 we recall the definition of string cones, string polytopes, and FFLV polytope for regular dominant integral weights. We compute for Fℓ 4 and Fℓ 5 all string polytopes for the weight ρ, which is the sum of all fundamental weights. Moreover, in §5 for every string cone we construct a weight vector w w 0 contained in the tropicalization of the flag variety in order to further explore the connection between these two different approaches. The construction is inspired by Caldero [7] .
In §6 we give an algorithmic approach to solving [23, Problem 1] for a subvariety X of a toric variety Y when each cone in trop(X) has multiplicity one. Procedure 1 aims at computing a new embedding X ′ of X in case trop(X) has some non-prime cones. Once we have such an embedding, we explain how to get new toric degenerations of X. We apply the procedure to Fℓ 4 . Furthermore, we explain how to interpret the procedure in terms of finding valuations with finite Khovanskii basis on the algebra given by the homogeneous coordinate ring of X.
Preliminary notions
In this section we recall the definition of flag variety and we introduce the necessary background in tropical geometry. In fact, the key ingredient in the study of Gröbner toric degenerations of Fℓ n is the subfan of the Gröbner fan of I n given by the tropicalization of Fℓ n .
We mostly refer to the approach described in [25] and we encourage the reader to look there for a more thorough introduction.
Let k be a field with char(k) = 0 and consider on it the trivial valuation. We are mainly interested in the case when k = C.
Definition 1.
A complete flag in the vector space k n is a chain
The set of all complete flags in k n is denoted by Fℓ n and it has an algebraic variety structure. More precisely, it is a subvariety of the product of Grassmannians
Composing with the Plücker embeddings of the Grassmannians, Fℓ n becomes a subvariety of P (
n n−1 )−1 and so we can ask for its defining ideal I n . Each point in the flag variety can be represented by an (n − 1) × n-matrix M = (x i, j ) whose first d rows generate V d . Each V d corresponds to a point in a Grassmannian. Moreover, they satisfy the condition V d ⊂ V d+1 for d = 0, . . . , n − 1. In order to compute the ideal I n defining Fℓ n in P (
sending each Plücker variable p J to the determinant of the submatrix of M with row indices 1, . . . , |J| and column indices in J. The ideal I n of Fℓ n is the kernel of ϕ n . There is an action of S n ⋊ Z 2 on Fℓ n . The symmetric group acts by permuting the columns of M. The action of Z 2 maps a complete flag V to its complement, which is defined to be
We will hence do computations up to S n ⋊ Z 2 -symmetry. We are interested in finding toric degenerations. These are degenerations whose special fiber is defined by a toric ideal, i.e. a binomial prime ideal not containing monomials. This toric ideal arises as initial ideal of I n .
≥0 be a polynomial in S = k[x 0 , . . . , x n ]. For each w ∈ R n+1 we define its initial form to be
If I is an ideal in S, then its initial ideal with respect to w is
An important geometric property of initial ideals is that there exists a flat family over A 1 for which the fiber over 0 is isomorphic to V (in w (I)) and all the other fibers are isomorphic to the variety V (I). Here, if J is a homogeneous ideal of S then we define V (J) := Proj(S/J) where the grading on S and hence on S/J comes from the ambient space which has S as homogeneous coordinate ring.
Let t be the coordinate in A 1 , then the flat family is given by the ideal
This family gives a flat degeneration of the variety V (I) into the variety V (in w (I)) called the Gröbner degeneration. In order to look for toric degenerations, we study the tropicalization of V (I).
≥0 and a u = 0}.
Let f = ∑ a u x u be a homogeneous polynomial in S. Then if w − v = m · 1, for some v, w ∈ R n+1 , 1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ R n+1 and m ∈ R, we have that the minimum in trop( f )(w) and trop( f )(v) is achieved for the same u ∈ Z n+1 ≥0 such that a u = 0. Definition 4. Let f be a homogeneous polynomial in S and V ( f ) the associated hypersurface in P n . Then the tropical hypersurface of f is defined to be
is achieved at least twice .
Let I be a homogeneous ideal in S. The tropicalization of the variety V (I) ⊂ P n is defined to be trop(
For every w ∈ trop(V (I)), in w (I) does not contain any monomial (see proof of
is the support of a rational fan given by the quotient by R1 of a subfan F of the Gröbner fan of I ([25, Theorem 3.3.5]). The fan F has dimension d, which is the Krull dimension of S/I. It is possible to quotient by R1 because I is homogeneous and hence in w (I) = in v (I) for every w − v = m · 1 with v, w ∈ R n+1 and m ∈ R. If we consider this fan structure on trop(V (I)) we have that vectors in the relative interior of a cone give rise to the same initial ideal and vectors in distinct relative cone interiors induce distinct initial ideals. For this reason we denote by in C (I) the initial ideal of I with respect to any w in the relative interior of C.
The tropicalization of a variety X is non-empty only if X intersects the torus T n = (k * ) n+1 /k * non-trivially. In fact, trop(X) is technically the tropicalization of X ∩ T n . In the same way the tropicalization can be defined when S is the total coordinate ring (see [9, page 207] for a definition) of P k 1 ×· · ·×P k s . The ring S has a Z s -grading given by deg : Z n+1 → Z s . An ideal I defining an irreducible subvariety V (I) of P k 1 × · · · × P k s is homogeneous with respect to this grading. The tropicalization of V (I) is contained in R k 1 +...+k s +s /H, where H is an s-dimensional linear space spanned by the rows of the matrix D associated to deg. Similarly to the projective case, if
is the support of a fan, which is the quotient by H of a rational (d + s)-dimensional subfan F of the Gröbner fan of I. Here the Krull dimension of S/I is d + s.
In the following we will always consider trop(V (I)) with the fan structure defined above.
Remark 1.
A detailed definition of the tropicalization of a general toric variety X Σ and of its subvarieties can be found in [25, Chapter 6] . Note that we only consider the tropicalization of the intersection of V (I) with the torus of X Σ while in [25, Chapter 6] they introduce a generalized version of trop(V (I)) which includes the tropicalization of the intersection of V (I) with each orbit of X Σ .
Another property of trop(V (I)) is that any fan structure on it can be balanced assigning a positive integer weight to every maximal cell. We will not explain the notion of balancing in detail and we consider an adapted version of the multiplicity defined in [25, Definition 3.4.3] .
Definition 5. Let I ⊂ S be a homogeneous ideal and Σ be a fan with support |Σ | = | trop(V (I))| such that for every cone C of Σ the ideal in w (I) is constant for w in the relative interior of C. For a maximal dimensional cone C ∈ Σ we define the multiplicity as mult(C) = ∑ P mult(P, in C (I)). Here the sum is taken over the minimal associated primes P of in C (I) that do not contain monomials (see [11, §3] or [8, §4.7] ).
As we have seen, each cone of trop(V (I)) corresponds to an initial ideal which contains no monomials. Moreover, we will see that the good candidates for toric degenerations are the initial ideals corresponding to the relative interior of the maximal cones. We say a maximal cone is prime if the corresponding initial ideal is prime. Proof. We first prove the lemma for S the homogeneous coordinate ring of P n . Let
n ] and consider the subvariety V (I ′ ) of the torus T n . Then by [25, Remark 3.4.4 ] the multiplicity of a maximal cone C is counting the number of d-dimensional torus orbits whose union is V (I ′ ). If in C (I) is toric, then V (I ′ ) is an irreducible toric variety having a unique d-dimensional torus orbit. Hence C has multiplicity one.
Suppose now C has multiplicity one. This implies that in C (I) contains one associated prime J, which does not contain monomials. The ideal J has to be binomial since it is the ideal of the unique d-dimensional torus orbit contained in V (I ′ ).
When S is the total coordinate ring of
We may assume that for each i,
The variables for P k i are denoted by x i,0 , . . . , x i,k i for each i. We fix the Laurent polynomial ring
We consider the ideal I ′ = in C (I)S ′ in S ′ and the variety V (I ′ ) as a subvariety of T k 1 +...+k s . Then the proof proceeds as before. ⊓ ⊔ Remark 2. From Lemma 1 we conclude the multiplicity being one is a necessary but not sufficient condition for toric initial ideals. A cone can have multiplicity one but its associated initial ideal might be neither prime nor binomial. There may be associated primes that contain monomials in the decomposition of in w (I) and these do not contribute to the multiplicity. We list examples of such cones in trop(Fℓ 5 ) as we will see in Theorem 5.
Let I be a homogeneous ideal in S such that the Krull dimension of S/I is d. Consider trop(V (I)) ⊂ R n+1 /H and the d-dimensional subfan F ⊂ R n+1 of the Gröbner fan of I with F/H ∼ = trop(V (I)). When V (I) ⊂ P k 1 × · · · × P k s the linear space H is spanned by the rows of the matrix D. In particular, when V (I) ⊂ P n we have that H is equal to the span of (1, . . . , 1). We now describe some properties of the toric initial ideals corresponding to maximal cones of trop(V (I)). Let C be a cone in trop(V (I)) and {w 1 , . . . , w d } be d linearly independent vectors in F generating the maximal cone C ′ , such that C ′ /H ∼ = C. We can assume that the w i 's have integer entries since F is a rational fan. We define the matrix associated to C to be
Consider a sublattice L of Z n+1 and the standard basis e 1 , . . . , e n+1 of Z n+1 . Given ℓ = (ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ n+1 ) ∈ L we set ℓ + = ∑ ℓ i >0 ℓ i e i and ℓ − = − ∑ ℓ j <0 ℓ j e j . Note that ℓ = ℓ + − ℓ − and ℓ + , ℓ − ∈ N n+1 . We use here the same notation of [9, page 15] . 
In particular, L is the kernel of the map f : Proof. Let in C (I) ⊂ S be a toric initial ideal and let C ′ be the corresponding cone in F. The fan structure is defined on trop(V (I)) so that for every w ′ , w in the relative interior of C ′ we have in w ′ (I) = in C (I) = in w (I). This implies in C (I) is W Chomogeneous with respect to the Z d -grading on S given by the matrix W C . By [31, Lemma 10.12] there exists an automorphism φ of S sending x i to λ i x i for some λ i ∈ k, such that the ideal in C (I) is isomorphic to an ideal of the form
Here L is the sublattice of Z n+1 given by the kernel of the map f :
Applying φ −1 to in C (I) we can write each toric initial ideal as
for some 0 = c ℓ ∈ k, L and W C defined above. Let C be a cone of multiplicity one and suppose in C (I) is not prime. Then by Lemma 1 there exists a unique toric ideal J in the primary decomposition of in C (I). This toric ideal J contains in C (I) and we will show that it can be expressed as I(W C ). The variety V (I) is considered as subvariety of P n . As in Lemma 1, the case V (I) ⊂ P k 1 × · · · × P k s has an analogous proof.
The tropical variety depends only on the intersection of V (I) with the torus, and
n ] is equal to J. Hence, J is a prime ideal that is homogeneous with respect to W C so we can proceed as above to show J can be written as
Note that the lattice L and the ideal I(W C ) only depend on the linear space spanned by the rays of the cone C ′ . Hence they are the same for every set of d independent vectors in C ′ chosen to define W C .
Tropicalization and toric degenerations
In this section we study the tropicalization of Fℓ 4 and Fℓ 5 . We analyze the Gröbner toric degenerations arising from trop(Fℓ 4 ) and trop(Fℓ 5 ), and we compute the polytopes associated to their normalizations. In Proposition 1 we describe the tropical configurations arising from the maximal cones of trop(Fℓ 4 ). These are configurations of a point on a tropical line in a tropical plane corresponding to the points in the relative interior of a maximal cone.
Before stating our main results, we recall the following definition. Definition 6. There exists a unimodular equivalence between two lattice polytopes P and Q (resp. two fans F and G ) if there exists an affine lattice isomorphism φ of the ambient lattices sending the vertices (resp. the rays) of one polytope (resp. fan) to the vertices (resp. rays) of the other. Moreover, if σ is a face of P (resp. of F ) then φ (σ ) is a face of Q (resp. G ) and the adjacency of faces is respected.
Remark 4.
We are interested in finding distinct fans up to unimodular equivalence as they give rise to non-isomorphic toric varieties. Often it will be possible only to determine combinatorial equivalence (see [9, §2.2] ). This is a weaker condition but when it does not hold it allows us to rule out unimodular equivalence. Proof. The theorem is proved by explicit computations. We developed a Macaulay2 package called ToricDegenerations containing all the functions we use. The package and the data needed for this proof are available at https : //github.com/ToricDegenerations.
The flag variety Fℓ 4 is a 6-dimensional subvariety of P 3 × P 5 × P 3 . The ideal I 4 defined in the previous section is contained in the total coordinate ring R of P 3 × P 5 × P 3 which is the polynomial ring over C on the variables
The grading on R is given by the matrix 
The explicit form of I 4 can be found in [26, page 276 ]. As we have seen in §2 the tropicalization of Fℓ 4 is contained in R 14 /H. In this case H is the vector space spanned by the rows of D.
We use the Macaulay2 [19] interface to Gfan [21] to compute trop(Fℓ 4 ). The given input is the ideal I 4 and the S 4 ⋊ Z 2 -action (see [22, §3.1.1]). The output is a subfan F of the Gröbner fan of dimension 9. We quotient it by H to get trop(Fℓ 4 ) as a 6-dimensional fan contained in
Firstly, the function computeWeightVectors computes a list of vectors. There is one for every maximal cone of trop(Fℓ 4 ) and it is contained in the relative interior of the corresponding cone. Then groebnerToricDegenerations computes all the initial ideals and checks if they are binomial and prime over Q. These are organized in a hash table, which is the output of the function. All 78 initial ideals are binomial and all maximal cones have multiplicity one. In order to check primeness over C, we have to check if in C (I 4 ) = I(W C ). This can be done by computing the degrees of V (in C (I 4 )) and V (I(W C )) seen as subvarieties of P 13 . If these are equal, then there are no non-toric ideals in the primary decomposition of in C (I 4 ). Note that the degree of V (I(W C )) equals the degree of V (I L ), where L and I L can be computed from W C as in the proof of Lemma 2.
We consider the orbits of the S 4 ⋉ Z 2 -action on the set of initial ideals. These correspond to the orbits of maximal cones of F and hence of trop(Fℓ 4 ). There is one orbit of non-prime initial ideals and four orbits of prime initial ideals. The varieties corresponding to initial ideals contained in the same orbit are isomorphic. Therefore, for each orbit we choose a representative of the form in C (I 4 ) = I(W C ) for some cone C.
We now compute for each of the four prime orbits, the polytope of the normalization of the associated toric varieties. We use the Macaulay2-package Polyhedra [4] for the following computations.
The lattice M associated to S/I(W C ) is generated over Z by the columns of W C . To use Polyhedra we want to have a lattice with index 1 in Z 9 . Hence, in case the index of M in Z 9 is different from 1, we consider M as the lattice generated by the columns of the matrix (ker((ker(W C )) T ) T . Here, for a matrix A we consider ker(A) to be the matrix whose columns minimally generate the kernel of the map Z 14 → Z 9 defined by A. We denote the set of generators of M by B C = {b 1 , . . . , b 14 } so that M = ZB C .
The toric variety P 3 × P 5 × P 3 can be seen as Proj(⊕ ℓ R ℓ(1,1,1) ) and I(W C ) as an ideal in ⊕ ℓ R ℓ(1,1,1) (see [26, Chapter 10] ). The associated toric variety is 1,1) ). The polytope P of the normalization is given as the convex hull of those lattice points in NB C corresponding to degree
These can be found in the following way. We order the rows of the matrix (b 1 , . . . , b 14 ) associated to B C so that the first three rows give the matrix D from (2) . Now the matrix (b 1 , . . . , b 14 ) represents a map Z 14 → Z 3 ⊕ Z 6 , where Z 3 ⊕ Z 6 is the lattice M and the Z 3 part gives the degree of the monomials associated to each lattice point on M. The lattice points, whose convex hull give the polytope P, are those ones with the first three coordinates being 1. In other words, we have obtained P by applying the reverse procedure of constructing a toric variety from a polytope (see [9, §2.1- §2.2]). Note that the difference from the procedure given in [9, §2.1- §2.2] is the Z 3 -grading and because of that we do not consider the convex hull of B C , but the intersection of NB C with these hyperplanes.
In Table 1 there are the numerical invariants of the initial ideals and their corresponding polytopes. Using polymake [17] we first obtain that there is no combinatorial equivalence between each pair of polytopes. This means that there is no unimodular equivalence between the corresponding normal fans, hence the normalization of the toric varieties associated to these toric degenerations are not isomorphic. This implies that we obtain four non-isomorphic toric degenerations. ⊓ ⊔ Figure 2 ) arising from the maximal cones of trop(Fℓ 4 ). They are further organized in five S 4 ⋊ Z 2 -orbits.
Proof. The tropical variety trop(Fℓ
Each tropical Grassmannian parametrizes tropicalized linear spaces (see [ Consider the S 4 ⋊ Z 2 -orbits of maximal cones of trop(Fℓ 4 ). If we compute the chain of tropical linear spaces corresponding to an element in each orbit, we get the configurations in Figure 2 . Note that we do not include the labeling since up to symmetry we can get all possibilities. The point on the line is the black dot. In case the intersection of the line with the rays of the plane is the vertex of the plane then we denote this with a hollow dot. A vertex of the line is colored in gray if it lies on a ray of the plane. For example in orbit 2, label the rays 1 to 4 anti-clockwise starting from the top left edge. We have rays 1 and 2 in the 2-dimensional positive hull of (1, 0, 0) T and (0, 1, 0) T . The vector associated to the internal edge is (1, 1, 0) T . The gray point is the origin and the black point has coordinates (a, 1, 0) T for a > 1.
Orbits 1 and 4 in Figure 2 have size 24, orbits 2 and 3 have size 12 and orbit 5 has size 6. Note that orbit 5 corresponds to non-prime initial ideals. Orbit 1 contains two combinatorial types of tropical configurations and one is sent to the other by the Z 2 -action on the tropical variety. The orbits 2 and 3 differ from the fact that for each combinatorial type of line the gray dot can lie on one of the four rays of the tropical plane. These possibilities are grouped in two pairs, one is in orbit 2 and the other in orbit 3. ⊓ ⊔ Proof. The flag variety Fℓ 5 is a 10-dimensional variety defined by 66 quadratic polynomials in the total coordinate ring of P 4 × P 9 × P 9 × P 4 . These are of the form
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4. The only difference is that the action of S 5 ⋊ Z 2 on Fℓ 5 is crucial for the computations. In fact, without exploiting the symmetries the calculations to get the tropicalization would not terminate. Moreover, we only verify primeness of the initial ideals over Q using the primdec library [28] in Singular [10] . We compute the polytopes associated to the normalization of the 180 toric varieties in the same way as Theorem 4, only changing the matrix of the grading. It is now given by Since there are no combinatorial equivalences among the normal fans to these polytopes, we deduce that the obtained toric degenerations are pairwise non-isomorphic. More information on the non-prime initial ideals is available in Table 4 in the appendix. ⊓ ⊔
String polytopes and the FFLV-polytope
This section provides an introduction to string cones, string polytopes, and the FFLV polytope with explicit computations for Fℓ 4 and Fℓ 5 . String polytopes are described by Littelmann in [24] , and by Berenstein and Zelevinsky in [3] . FFLV stands for Feigin, Fourier, and Littelmann, who defined this polytope in [15] , and Vinberg who conjectured its existence in a special case. Both, the string polytopes and the FFLV polytope, can be used to obtain toric degenerations of the flag variety.
Let W = S n be the symmetric group, which is the Weyl group corresponding to G = SL n over C with the longest word w 0 given in the alphabet of simple transpositions s i = (i, i + 1) ∈ S n . We choose the Borel subgroup B ⊂ SL n of upper triangular matrices and the maximal torus T ⊂ B of diagonal matrices. Further, let U − ⊂ B − be the unipotent radical in the opposite Borel subgroup, i.e. the set of lower triangular matrices with 1's on the diagonal. Let Lie(G) = g = sl n be the corresponding Lie algebra, i.e. n × n-matrices with trace zero. Let h = Lie(T ) ⊂ g be diagonal matrices. We fix a Cartan decomposition g = n − ⊕ b with Lie(B) = b and Lie(U − ) = n − . Note that SL n /B = Fℓ n . By R we denote the root system of g (see [20, Section 9 .2] for the definition). Here R is of type A n−1 . Let R + be the set of positive roots with respect to the given choice of b. We denote the simple roots generating the root lattice by α 1 , . . . , α n−1 , and their coroots generating the dual lattice by α ∨ i . For positive roots α i + α i+1 + · · · + α j with j ≥ i we use the short notation α i, j . Note that using this notation we have α i,i = α i . The number of positive roots is N, which is also the length of w 0 as reduced expression in the s i . For a positive root β ∈ R + , f β is a non-zero root vector in n − of weight −β . Let P denote the weight lattice of T generated by the fundamental weights ω 1 , . . . , ω n−1 . The definition can be found in [20, Section 13.1] . A weight λ ∈ P is regular dominant, if λ = ∑ n−1 i=1 a i ω i with a i ∈ Z >0 for all i. The subset of regular dominant weights is denoted by P ++ . For a fixed weight λ ∈ P ++ and a reduced expression w 0 of w 0 we construct the string polytope Q w 0 (λ ). This description can be found in [18] and [24] . To w 0 one associates a pseudoline arrangement. It consists of n horizontal pseudolines (or in short lines) labeled 1 to n on the left from bottom to top. Pairwise, they cross exactly once and the order of crossings depends on w 0 . More precisely, a simple reflection s i induces a crossing on level i, see Figure 3 .
Fix an oriented path v 0 → · · · → v s in an (oriented) pseudoline arrangement and assume three adjacent vertices v k−1 → v k → v k+1 on the path belong to the same pseudoline l i . Whenever a path does not change the line at a crossing, we are in this situation. Let v k be the intersection of l i and l j . The path is rigorous, if it avoids the following two situations:
• i < j and both lines are oriented to the left or • i > j and both lines are oriented to the right.
The first situation is visualized on the left of Figure 4 and the second on the right. The thick arrow is the part of line l i that must not be contained in a rigorous path. We denote by P w 0 the set of all possible rigorous paths for all orientations induced by the lines l i with 1 ≤ i < n. 
An example for a non-rigorous path is one that passes through a thick arrow, for example
Back to the general case, we fix an orientation induced by l i , 1 ≤ i < n and consider all rigorous paths from L i to L i+1 . We associate the weight c p to each such path p as follows. Denote by {c i, j } 1≤i, j≤n the standard basis of R N , where we set c i, j = −c j,i if i > j and c j, j = 0. Note that N is the number of crossings in a pseudoline arrangement and hence we can associate the basis vector c i, j to the crossing of
Fig
Every vertex v r s corresponds to the crossing of two lines l k and l j . If p changes from line l k to line l j at v r s we associate the vector c k, j ∈ R N . We set c p to be the sum of all such c k, j in p and denote it by c p .
Definition 7. For a fixed reduced expression w 0 , we define the string cone to be
This is not the original definition of a string cone, but an equivalent one (see [18, Corollary 5.8] ). It can be extended to describe string cones for Schubert varieties, see [6] .
Example 2. There are two rigorous paths in Figure 3 ,
The corresponding weights are c 1,3 − c 2,3 and c 1,2 inducing the inequalities y 1,3 − y 2,3 ≥ 0 and y 1,2 ≥ 0. Considering the orientation induced by l 2 there is a rigorous path L 2 → v 2,3 → L 3 which gives the inequality y 2,3 ≥ 0. The string cone corresponding to the underlying non-oriented pseudoline arrangement in Figure 3 is then given by
Each crossing of lines l k and l m corresponds to an index i j associated to a simple reflection s i j in w 0 (see e.g. Figure 3 ). We will therefore also denote c k,m = c j . Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and r 1 , . . . , r n i be the indices such that s i rp = s i in w 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n i . Further, let k 1 , . . . , k t be the positions where s i km ∈ {s i−1 , s i+1 } for 1 ≤ m ≤ t. In particular, r 1 , . . . , r n i are those positions inducing a crossing at level i in the corresponding pseudoline arrangement. The following appears in [24] . 
Here H λ is the intersection of the hyperplanes defined by m i = a i for all 1 ≤ i < n.
The additional weight inequalities can also be obtained combinatorially as described in [6] . We will consider for all computations the weight ρ = ∑ n−1 i=1 ω i . This is the weight in P ++ with minimal choice of coefficients of fundamental weights in Z >0 , namely all are 1. Note that all string polytopes are cut out from the weighted string cone, but for different weights they are different polytopes.
The following result is a simplified version of Theorem 1 proven by Caldero [7] for flag varieties. A more general statement is given by Alexeev and Brion in [1, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 6. There exists a flat family X → A 1 for a normal variety X such that for t = 0 the fiber over t is isomorphic to Fℓ n and for t = 0 it is isomorphic to a projective toric variety X 0 with polytope Q w 0 (λ ) for λ ∈ P ++ .
The proof of Theorem 6 uses the embedding Fℓ n ֒→ P(V (λ )) and Lusztig's dual canonical basis, where V (λ ) is the irreducible representation of sl n with highest weight λ .
For two polytopes A, B ⊂ R
l , the Minkowski sum is defined to be A + B = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. Consider the weight ρ. The string polytope Q w 0 (ρ) is in general not the Minkowski sum of string polytopes Q w 0 (ω 1 ), . . . , Q w 0 (ω n−1 ), which motivates the following definition.
Definition 9.
A string cone has the weak Minkowski property (MP), if for every lattice point p ∈ Q w 0 (ρ) there exist lattice points p ω i ∈ Q w 0 (ω i ) such that
Remark 5. Note that the (non-weak) Minkowski property would require the above condition on lattice points to be true for arbitrary weights λ . Further, note that if Q w 0 (ρ) is the Minkowski sum of the fundamental string polytopes Q w 0 (ω i ), then MP is satisfied. Proof. We first consider Fℓ 4 . There are 16 reduced expressions for w 0 . Simple transpositions s i and s j with 1 ≤ i < i + 1 < j < n commute and are also called orthogonal. We consider reduced expressions up to changing those, i.e. there are eight symmetry classes. We fix the weight in P ++ to be ρ = ω 1 + ω 2 + ω 3 . The string polytopes are organized in four classes up to unimodular equivalence. See Table 2 Table 2 Isomorphism classes of string polytopes for n = 4 and ρ depending on w 0 , normality, the weak Minkowsky property, the weight vectors w w 0 constructed in §5, primeness of the binomial initial ideals in ww 0 (I 4 ), and the corresponding tropical cones with their spanning rays as they appear at http://www.mi.uni-koeln.de/˜lbossing/tropflag/tropflag4.html .
In order to verify whether the weak Minkowski property holds or not, we proceed as follows. We fix w 0 to compute the string polytope Q w 0 (ρ) using polymake. The number of lattice points in Q w 0 (ρ) is dim(V (ρ)) = 64. Then we compute the polytopes Q w 0 (ω 1 ), Q w 0 (ω 2 ), Q w 0 (ω 3 ) and set P = Q w 0 (ω 1 ) + Q w 0 (ω 2 ) + Q w 0 (ω 3 ). Now let LP(P) be the set of lattice points in P. If |LP(P)| < 64, then there exists a lattice point in Q w 0 (ρ), that can not be expressed as p 1 + p 2 + p 3 for p i ∈ Q w 0 (ω i ). For w 0 = s 1 s 3 s 2 s 3 s 1 s 2 , we observe that
Hence the class String 4 does not satisfy MP. For the classes String 1, 2, and 3 equality holds and MP is satisfied. Now consider Fℓ 5 . There are 62 reduced expressions w 0 up to changing orthogonal transpositions. The map L : S 5 → S 5 given on simple reflections by L(s i ) = s 4−i+1 induces a symmetry among the string polytopes. Namely, for a fixed λ ∈ P ++ , there is a unimodular equivalence between Q w 0 (λ ) and Q L(w 0 ) (λ ). Exploiting this symmetry, we compute 31 string polytopes for ρ. These are organized in 28 unimodular equivalence classes, that arise from further symmetries of the underlying pseudoline arrangements. Table 6 shows which reduced expressions belong to string polytopes within one class of unimodular equivalence, and which string cones satisfy MP. Proceeding as for Fℓ 4 , we observe that 14 out of 28 classes satisfy MP. ⊓ ⊔ We will now turn to the FFLV polytope. It is defined in [15] by Feigin, Fourier, and Littelmann to describe bases of irreducible highest weight representations V (λ ). In [16] they give a construction of a flat degeneration of the flag variety into the toric variety associated to the FFLV polytope. It is also an example of the more general setup presented in [12] . We give the general definition here and compute the FFLV polytopes for Fℓ 4 and Fℓ 5 for ρ. Recall, that α i for 1 ≤ i < n are the simple roots of sl n , and α p,q is the positive root α p + α p+1 + · · · + α q for 1 ≤ p ≤ q < n. 
Denote by D the set of all Dyck paths. We choose the positive roots α > 0 as an indexing set for a basis of R N .
Example 3. Consider Fℓ 4 . Then the Dyck paths are
For our favorite choice of weight λ = ρ = ω 1 + ω 2 + ω 3 we obtain the FFLV polytope
The following is a corollary of [15, Proposition 11.6] , which says that a strong version of the Minkowski property is satisfied by the FFLV polytope for Fℓ n . It can alternatively be shown for n = 4, 5 using the methods in the proof of Proposition 2.
Corollary 1. The FFLV polytope P(ρ) satisfies the weak Minkowski property.
Remark 6. The FFLV polytope is in general not a string polytope. A computation in polymake shows that P(ρ) for Fℓ 5 is not combinatorially equivalent to any string polytope for ρ.
String cones and the tropicalized flag variety
We have seen in §2 how to obtain toric degenerations from maximal prime cones of the tropicalization of the flag varieties. We compare the different toric degenerations that arise from the different approaches. Moreover, applying [7, Lemma 3.2] we construct a weight vector from a string cone. Computational evidence for Fℓ 4 and Fℓ 5 shows that each constructed weight vector lies in the relative interior of a maximal cone in trop(Fℓ n ). A similar idea for a more general case is carried out in [23, §7] . For the FFLV polytope we compute weight vectors for Fℓ n with n = 4, 5 (see Example 6) following a construction given in [14] .
We will now prove the result in Theorem 3 by analyzing the polytopes associated to the different toric degenerations of Fℓ n for n = 4, 5.
Orbit Combinatorially equivalent polytopes 1
String 2 2 String 1 (Gelfand-Tsetlin) 3
String 3 and FFLV 4 - Table 3 Combinatorial equivalences among the polytopes obtained from prime cones in trop(Fℓ 4 ) and string polytopes resp. the FFLV polytope.
Proof (of Theorem 3)
. In order to distinguish the different toric degenerations, we consider the toric varieties associated to their special fibers. In case of the degenerations induced by the string polytopes and FFLV polytope, these toric varieties are normal. This might not be true for the degenerations found in Theorem 4 and Theorem 5. Hence, we consider two toric degenerations to be different if the normalization of their special fibers are not isomorphic. Two toric varieties are isomorphic, if their corresponding fans are unimodular equivalent. In our case the fans are the normal fans of the polytopes. For this reason we first look for combinatorial equivalences between those. If they are not combinatorially equivalent then their normal fans can not be unimodular equivalent. We use polymake [17] for computations with polytopes.
From Table 3 one can see that for Fℓ 4 there is one toric degeneration, whose associated polytope is not combinatorially equivalent to any string polytope or the FFLV polytope for ρ. Hence, its corresponding normal toric variety is not isomorphic to any toric variety associated to these polytopes. For the toric varieties associated to the other polytopes we can not exclude isomorphism since there might be a unimodular equivalences between pairs of normal fans.
For Fℓ 5 , Table 5 in the appendix shows that there are 168 polytopes obtained from prime cones of trop(Fℓ 5 ) that are not combinatorially equivalent to any string polytope or the FFLV polytope for ρ. ⊓ ⊔ Remark 7. There are also string polytopes, which are not combinatorially equivalent to any polytope from prime cones in trop(Fℓ n ) for n = 4, 5. These are exactly those not satisfying MP, i.e. one string polytope for Fℓ 4 and 14 for Fℓ 5 . See also Table 6 .
From now on, we fix a reduced expression w 0 = s i 1 . . . s i N and we consider the sequence of simple roots S = (α i 1 , . . . , α i N ) . Recall that for a positive root α we denote by f α the root vector in n − ⊂ sl n of weight −α. By [12, Lemma 2] the following holds. The proposition may be interpreted as a definition of the universal enveloping algebra. Given a weight λ , the irreducible highest weight representation V = V (λ ) is cyclically generated by a highest weight vector v λ ∈ V (λ ), i.e. V (λ ) = U(n − ).v λ . 
The action of n − on C 4 is given by f α i (e i ) = e i+1 and f α i (e j ) = 0 for j = i. On V the n − -action is given by
Let e 1 ∧ e 3 ∈ V . Then f α 2 (e 1 ∧ e 2 ) = e 1 ∧ e 3 . In fact, V = U(n − ). As seen in Example 4, the monomial f m for a given weight vector v ∈ V with f m (v λ ) = v is not unique. To fix this, we define a term order on the monomials f m generating U(n − ) and pick the minimal monomial with this property. We fix for m, n ∈ N N the order
The connection to trop(Fℓ n ) is established through Plücker coordinates. For m 1 ), e(m 2 ), . . . , e(m 2,3,...,n ) ). 0,1,0,0,0,0) . Hence the weight of p 13 is e(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 1 · 2 4 = 16. Similarly, we obtain the weights of all Plücker coordinates and 32, 24, 7, 0, 16, 6, 48, 38, 30, 0, 4, 20, 52) . Table 2 contains all weight vectors for Fℓ 4 constructed in the way just described. Proof. The constructed weight vectors w w 0 can be found in Table 2 for Fℓ 4 and Table 6 in the appendix for Fℓ 5 . A computation in Macaulay2 shows that all initial ideals in w w 0 (I n ) for n = 4, 5 are binomial, hence in the relative interiors of maximal cones of trop(Fℓ n ).
Example 5. We continue as in
Moreover, if MP is satisfied we check using polymake that the polytope constructed from the maximal prime cone C w 0 with w w 0 in its relative interior is combinatorially equivalent to the string polytope Q w 0 (ρ). See Table 2 and Table 6 . ⊓ ⊔ Computational evidence leads us to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.
Let n ≥ 3 be an arbitrary integer. For every reduced expression w 0 , the weight vector w w 0 lies in the relative interior of a maximal cone in trop(Fℓ n ).
In particular, if the string cone satisfies MP this vector lies in the relative interior of the prime cone C, whose associated polytope is combinatorially equivalent to the string polytope Q w 0 (ρ).
The following example discusses a similar construction of weight vectors for the FFLV polytope. 
By [12, Example 1], Proposition 3 is also true for this choice of S. More generally speaking, Proposition 3 holds for every sequence containing all positive roots ordered by height. The height of a positive root is the number of simple summands. Such sequences are called PBW-sequences with good ordering in [12] .
With this choice of S we apply the aformentioned procedure to obtain a unique multi-exponent m J for each Plücker variable p J . Taking the convex hull of all multiexponents m J for J ⊂ {1, . . . , 4} yields the FFLV polytope from Definition 11 with respect to the embedding Fℓ 4 ֒→ P(V (ρ)). Then we define linear forms
according to the degrees defined in [14] . We obtain in analogy to Definition 12 the corresponding weight vectors A computation in Macaulay2 shows that in w min (I 4 ) = in w reg (I 4 ) is a binomial prime ideal. Hence w min and w reg lie in the relative interior of the same prime cone C ⊂ trop(Fℓ 4 ). Using polymake [17] we verify that the polytope associated to C is combinatorially equivalent to the FFLV polytope P(ρ). We did the analogue of this computation for Fℓ 5 and the outcome is the same, in w min (I 5 ) = in w reg (I 5 ) = in C (I 5 ) with the polytope associated to C being combinatorially equivalent to P(ρ). The weight vectors w min and w reg for Fℓ 5 can be found in Table 6 in the appendix.
Toric degenerations from non-prime cones
As we have seen in §3, not all maximal cones in the tropicalization of a variety give rise to prime initial ideals and hence to toric degenerations. In fact, there may also be tropicalizations without prime cones (see Example 7). Let X be a subvariety of a toric variety Y . In this section, we give a recursive procedure (Procedure 1) to compute a new embedding X ′ of X in case trop(X) has non-prime cones. Let C be a non-prime cone. If the algorithm terminates, the new variety X ′ has more prime cones than trop(X) and at least one of them is projecting onto C. We apply this procedure to Fℓ 4 and compare the new toric degenerations with those obtained so far (see Proposition 5) . The procedure terminates for Fℓ 4 , but we are still investigating the conditions for which this is true in general.
We now explain Procedure 1. Consider a toric variety Y whose total coordinate ring is C[x 0 , . . . , x n ] with associated Z k -degree deg : 
The ideal I ′ is a homogeneous ideal in C[x 0 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y s ] graded by 
x n ] and the procedure terminates. In this way we obtain a new initial ideal in C ′ (I ′ ) which is toric and hence gives a new toric degeneration of the variety V (I ′ ) ∼ = V (I). If only non-prime cones are projecting to C then run this procedure again with A ′ and C ′ , where the latter is a maximal cone of trop(V (I ′ )), which projects to C. We can then repeat the procedure starting from a different non-prime cone.
The function to apply Procedure 1 is findNewToricDegenerations and it is part of the package ToricDegenerations. This will compute only one reembedding for each non-prime cone. It is possible to use mapMaximalCones to obtain the image of trop(V (I ′ )) under the map π. If the cone C is prime, we can construct a valuation v C on k[x 0 , . . . , x n ]/I in the following way. Consider the matrix W C in Equation (1) 
where the minimum on the right side is taken with respect to the lexicographic order on (Z d , +). This is a valuation on k[x 0 , . . . , 
Procedure 1 can be interpreted as finding an extension v C ′ of v C so that A ′ has finite Khovanskii basis with respect to v C ′ . The Khovanskii basis is given by the images of x 0 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y s in A ′ . We illustrate the procedure in the following example.
Example 7.
Consider the algebra A = C[x, y, z]/ xy + xz + yz . The tropicalization of V ( xy + xz + yz ) ⊂ P 2 has three maximal cones. The corresponding initial ideals are xz + yz , xy + yz and xy + xz , none of which is prime. Hence they do not give rise to toric degenerations. The matrices associated to each cone are
We now apply Procedure 1 to the cone C 1 . The initial ideal associated to C 1 is generated by xz + yz. In this case in C 1 (I) = z · x + y hence for the missing binomial x + y we adjoin a new variable u to C[x, y, z] and the new relation u − x − y to I. We have
with V (I ′ ) a subvariety of P 3 . After computing the tropicalization of V (I ′ ) we see that there exists a prime cone C ′ such that π(C ′ ) = C. The matrix W C ′ associated to the cone C ′ is
The initial ideal in C ′ (I ′ ) gives a toric degeneration of V (I ′ ). The image of the set {x, y, z, u} in A ′ is a Khovanskii basis for S(A ′ , v C ′ ). Repeating this process for the cones C 2 and C 3 of trop(V (xy + xz + yz)), we get prime cones C ′ 2 and C ′ 3 whose projections are C 2 and C 3 respectively. Hence there is a valuation with finite Khovanskii basis and a corresponding toric degeneration for every maximal cone.
We now apply Procedure 1 to trop(Fℓ 4 ). Proof. By Theorem 4 we know that trop(Fℓ 4 ) has six non-prime cones forming one S 4 ⋊ Z 2 -orbit. Hence, we apply Procedure 1 to only one non-prime cone. The result for the other non-prime cones will be the same up to symmetry. In particular, the obtained toric degenerations from one cone will be isomorphic to those coming from another cone. We describe the results for the maximal cone C associated to the initial ideal in C (I 4 ) defined by the following binomials: It extends the grading on the variables p 1 , . . . , p 234 given by the matrix D in (2). The tropical variety trop(V (I ′ )) has 105 maximal cones, 99 of which are prime. Among them we can find three maximal prime cones, which are mapped to C by trop(π) (see Figure 6 ). We compute the polytopes associated to the normalization of these three toric degenerations by applying the same methods as in Theorem 4. Using polymake we check that two of them are combinatorially equivalent to the string polytopes for ρ in the class String 4. Moreover, none of them is combinatorially equivalent to any polytope coming from prime cones of trop(Fℓ 4 ), hence they define different toric degenerations. ⊓ ⊔ Fig. 6 The three triangles above represent the three cones in trop(V (I ′ )) which project down to the non-prime cone C in trop(Fℓ 4 ).
Remark 9. Procedure 1 could be applied also to Fℓ 5 but we have not been able to do so. In fact, the tropicalization for trop(V (I ′ 5 )) did not terminate since the computation can not be simplified by symmetries.
In this Appendix we provide numerical evidence of our computations. Table 4 contains data on the non-prime maximal cones of trop(Fℓ 5 ). In Table 5 there is information on the polytopes obtained from maximal prime cones of trop (Fℓ 5 ). This includes the F-vectors, combinatiral equivalences among the polytopes, and between those and the string polytopes, resp. FFLV polytope, for ρ. Lastly Table 6 contains information on the string polytopes and FFLV polytope for Fℓ 5 , such as the weight vectors constructed in §5, primeness of the initial ideals with respect to these vectors, and the MP property.
Algebraic and combinatorial invariants of trop(Fℓ 5 )
Below we collect in a The following table shows the F-vectors of the polytopes associated to maximal prime cones of trop(Fℓ 5 ) for one representative in each orbit. The last column contains information on the existence of a combinatorial equivalence between these polytopes and the string polytopes resp. FFLV polytope for ρ. yes yes - Table 6 String polytopes depending on w 0 and the FFLV polytope for Fℓ 5 and ρ, their normality, the weak Minkowski property, the weight vectors constructed in §5, primeness of the binomial initial ideals, and unimodular equivalences among the polytopes.
